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Abstract
Is the feminist project under threat in Europe? This thematic issue addresses the question in both theoretical and empirical
ways, focusing on the various ways in which feminist politics are opposed and why, on what the impact of such opposition
is, and how to improve our theoretical understanding of this particular manifestation of gender and politics. The issue ad-
dresses three major challenges: a need to reflect on the most suited concepts and theories in political and social sciences
to understand what is at stake in Europe today; a need to vernacularize existing knowledge while forging global frames of
analysis; and a need to avoid the risk of reifying oppositional forces and of reiterating dichotomous frames and categories.
The responses to these challenges are: to analyse the threats to the feminist project as parts of larger projects against so-
cial justice and equality; to contrast macro narratives by engaging with themicrolevel of the anti-feminist project, enabling
a critique of mainstream scholarship; to analyse the threats to the feminist project as related to processes of changes to
democracy, such as democratic backsliding; to give prominent attention to discursive, epistemic and symbolic processes;
and finally to include studies on the response of feminist actors to the threats experienced. This collection of articles offers
a variety of perspectives on the various threats to the feminist project in Europe today.
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Is the feminist project under threat in Europe?Asking this
question at the beginning of 2018―when we planned
this thematic issue―was a rather rhetorical question,
but by the end of 2018, the answer is more and more
unequivocally positive. Opposition to feminist and sex-
ual politics―even if a staple of politics in many times
and places―has become more visible in Europe, and
can now be found at national, regional and international
level, and involves different kinds of actors and mecha-
nisms. This new situation is characterized by a double
phenomenon: an increasing polarization in politics and
an increased politicization of gender and sexuality, lead-
ing to new forms of opposition and changing alliances

between oppositional actors. Given these changes, this
thematic issue addresses the question in both theoreti-
cal and empirical ways. It focuses on the various ways in
which feminist politics and gender equality policies are
opposed andwhy, onwhat the impact of such opposition
is, and how to improve our theoretical understanding of
this particular manifestation of gender and politics.

By using the term “project”, we build on Sylvia
Walby’s scholarship and regard feminism as “a set of pro-
cesses andpractices in civil society that create newmean-
ings and social goals, drawing on a range of rhetorical and
material resources” (Walby, 2011, p. 6). This allows us
to widen the understanding of what constitutes a social
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movement and not to restrict it to a particular ideology,
to particular activities or to relatively stabilized and insti-
tutionalized groups and practices. The feminist project
includes therefore a wider and more diverse set of ideas,
actors and practices, as long as these can be described
as “having a general objective directed at changing soci-
ety and some actors and activities trying to make that
happen” (Walby, 2011). As made clear in several con-
tributions, this also makes room for the internal diver-
sity of feminism(s), and acknowledges that it has histori-
cally been characterized by tensions, controversies and
debates (see also Kantola & Verloo, 2018).

In Europe, various events such asmassive demonstra-
tions against same-sex marriage or the Istanbul Conven-
tion, attempts to restrict access to abortion or sex edu-
cation and the electoral victories of antifeminist political
parties have opened the eyes of the academic commu-
nity, and research is progressively catching up. Indeed,
scholars, who were often influenced by modernization
theories, long assumed―at least implicitly―that opposi-
tions would simply disappear over time, and did there-
fore not deserve thorough academic investigation. They
also regarded their limited impact on policy making as
further evidence of their irrelevance. Furthermore, the
scarce scholarship on oppositionwas generally restricted
to specific geographic areas such as Eastern or South-
ern Europe, and decades of European optimism com-
bined with a vigorous faith in the positive effects of Eu-
ropeanization led some scholars to assume that the ad-
vent of the European projectwould inevitably strengthen
feminist and LGBT equalities in the region (Ayoub & Pa-
ternotte, 2014; Lombardo & Forest, 2012). Elsewhere,
the rise of homo- and femonationalisms (e.g., Bracke,
2012; Farris, 2017; Mepschen, Duyvendak, & Tonkens,
2010) was sometimes interpreted as the evidence of the
irresistible although distorted progress of emancipatory
projects, while shifting the focus away from “traditional”
religious and political oppositions.

In brief, for most students of gender and sexuality
politics in Europe, things could only get better, including
in hostile settings. As a result, unlike in the United States,
where the strength of the Christian right had inspired a
wide scholarship (e.g., Fetner, 2008; Staggenborg, 1994;
Stone, 2012), the oppositions and resistances to gender
and sexual equality were largely understudied in Europe
and researchers preferred to accompany and theorize so-
cial and political change, while collaborating with stake-
holders to improve policy-making.

In recent years, the academic landscape has indu-
bitably altered, as testified by the emergence of a lit-
erature that gradually fills major research gaps (e.g.,
Agrikoliansky & Collovald, 2014; Avanza & Della Sudda,
2017; Bracke & Paternotte, 2016; Broqua & Fillieule,
2018; Garbagnoli & Prearo, 2017; Graff & Korolczuk,
2018; Graff, Kapur, & Walters, in press; Gutiérrez Ro-
dríguez, Tuzcu, & Winkel, 2018; Gutsche, 2018; Hark &
Villa, 2015; Köttig, Bitzan, & Petö, 2017; Kovats & Pooim,
2015; Kuhar, 2015; Kuhar & Paternotte, 2017; Lom-

bardo & Mergaert, 2013; Paternotte, van der Dussen,
& Piette, 2016; Roth, 2018; Scrinzi, 2014; Spierings, Za-
slove, Mugge, & de Lange, 2015; Verloo, 2018a). How-
ever, while these studies document and analyse recent
opposition, there is still a strong lack of more concep-
tual and theoretical contributions. This thematic issue
moves one step forward by bringing together different
research networks within the gender and politics com-
munity, and by addressing conceptual and methodolog-
ical challenges crucial to a further consolidation of the
field. Three of them deserve a more thorough discussion
in this editorial.

First, a deeper reflection on how we approach these
oppositional dynamics is needed. This implies at least
two steps, as illustrated by the various articles in this
thematic issue (see Paternotte & Kuhar, 2018; Verloo,
2018b;Walby, 2018; but also Krizsan&Roggeband, 2018;
Meier & Severs, 2018). On the one hand, it is urgent to
reflect on the most suited concepts to understand what
is at stake in Europe today. In other words, we do not
only need good empirics, but also a discussion of the
promises and the limitations of our concepts and per-
spectives. On the other hand, we have to identify the
approaches and theories in political and social sciences
that are likely to help us shed some light on current de-
velopments, as well as the debates in which we want
to locate our scholarship. This endeavor allows scholars
to distance themselves from everyday understandings of
the current situation, which are often obscured by un-
derlying values and a sense of emergency. Echoing pub-
lic debates, academic discussions should avoid as much
as possible to judge or ridicule, both implicitly and ex-
plicitly, the actors and the dynamics under study. They
should not be obscured by the apocalyptic account of a
world falling apart and nostalgic longings for the “world
of yesterday”―not to say a fascination for the power of
dystopias (Segal, 2017). Having said this, we do not aim
to condemn researchers’ public involvement or political
positioning, but to warn them against the unexpected
distortions ensuing from the use of specific glasses.

Second,we need to vernacularize existing knowledge
while forging global frames of analysis. As mentioned
earlier, the development of a field on oppositional poli-
tics in the United States has closely followed the suc-
cesses of the religious right, leading to notions and ap-
proaches such as culture wars, morality politics, or the
movements/counter-movements dynamics. While these
have long demonstrated their analytical value, we need
to reflect on the way such concepts and approaches
travel across the Ocean andwhether they are best suited
to examine current developments in Europe. This implies
investigating whether these concepts and approaches
are conditioned by the specific trajectory of the con-
text for which they were imagined (e.g., Engeli, Green-
Pedersen, & Thorup Larsen, 2012; Mondo, 2018; Ozzano
& Giorgi, 2015), as well as determining what they al-
low us to grasp, and unpacking the specific narratives to
which research participates. While context clearly mat-
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ters, we observe an increasing transnationalisation and
globalisation of oppositional actors and dynamics (e. g.,
Corrêa, Paternotte, & Kuhar, 2018), which urges us to
move away from methodological nationalism and Euro-
pean exceptionalism. As a result, instead of promoting
vague and catch-all categories such as “populism” or
“global right” or even “democracy”, or assuming a mere
export of US oppositional dynamics, we need to invent
new analytical frames or amend existing ones that allow
us to apprehend transnational and global trends while
accounting for local specificities and acknowledging the
agency of local actors.

Third, current research runs the risk of reifying op-
positional forces and of reiterating dichotomous frames
and categories, which are oftenmodeled after the canon-
ical opposition between “us and them”. This applies to
both “camps”, as feminism as well as other so-called
progressive forces can be homogenized in problematic
ways, and crucial tensions and divisions characterizing
their “enemies” can be overlooked. We have to avoid
being dragged into the increasing division of political ac-
tors along the binary lines opposing liberals to populists,
while still keeping a clear vision on what is truly danger-
ous for the feminist project, or for other equality and so-
cial justice projects.

To conclude, aside frommuch needed empirical case
studies, this thematic issue offers a wealth of conceptual
and theoretical reflections on how to best understand
what is happening. It sheds new light on established
fields such as democratization studies or right-wing pol-
itics, and further confirms the importance of adopting
a gendered lens, an insight often overlooked by leading
scholars in the field (Krizsan & Roggeband, 2018; Noro-
cel, 2013).

In response to the three challenges described above:
the need for better conceptualization, the need for
more vernacularization and the importance of overcom-
ing us versus them studies, this thematic issue offers
five responses.

First, it analyzes the threats to the feminist project as
parts of larger political projects against social justice and
equality, driven by very different actors such as those
linked to the Catholic Church, those that are part of the
extreme right in Europe and beyond, but also those that
hide under the seemingly more neutral cover of neolib-
eralism. Especially the articles by Alonso and Lombardo
(2018), Kuhar and Paternotte (2018), Krizsan and Rogge-
band (2018) and Walby (2018) have much to offer here.
This perspective is especially valuable in that it displaces
the US based scholarship by contextualizing the Euro-
pean case. It also invites us to examine how different and
sometimes competing projects can be combined instead
of lumping them together (as Verloo, 2018, examines in
showing how opposition to feminism and to science is
linked for instance).

Second, it contrasts macro narratives by engaging
with the microlevel of the anti-feminist project, enabling
a critique of mainstream social movement scholarship.

Avanza (2018) in this issue provides a much-needed
study of this micro-level of the anti-abortion movement
in Italy. Verloo (2018) zooms in more closely at the ac-
tual voting behavior of an extreme-right party in the
Netherlands.Meier and Severs (2018), as well as Norocel
(2018), give new data but also a new conceptualization
of practices of far-right politicians in Belgium, Hungary
and Romania.

Third, it analyzes the threats to the feminist project
as related very deeply to processes of changes to
democracy in Europe, such as democratic backsliding
and de-democratization. This perspective can profoundly
change and improve scholarship on gender and democ-
racy. There are several articles contributing in this
line of response: Alonso and Lombardo (2018), Krizsan
and Roggeband (2018) and Miškovska Kajevska (2018)
in particular.

Fourth, this thematic issue gives prominent attention
to discursive, epistemic and symbolic processes. The fo-
cus on episteme as a theoretical concept expands a nar-
rower study of gender to include also the production of
knowledge and truth in societies (Verloo, 2018b). This
particular line of response also highlights the role of politi-
cians, and in doing so, asks new questions about the per-
formance of gender in politics, about the link between
discursive andmaterial positions taken by politicians, and
about symbolical representation (see especially Meier &
Severs, 2018, for this, as well as Norocel, 2018).

Finally, several articles include the response of fem-
inist actors to the threat they experience. Both Aksoy
(2018) and Krizsan and Roggeband (2018) shed light on
the resistance by feminist forces and examine how the
actors under attack are mobilizing.

In conclusion, in this thematic issue, we are not pro-
viding a single and consistent framework, but offering a
variety of perspectives which illuminate and reflect on
the various threats to the feminist project in Europe to-
day.While it is alsoworthwhile to develop an encompass-
ing frame that would host these various phenomena un-
der the same roof (see Verloo, 2018a, for an example of
that), we prefer here not to hide the tensions and oppo-
sitions between articles, in order to show the vitality of
this new field of research. The contributions in this the-
matic issue raise a set of questions which are crucial to
the further development of the field (next to highlight-
ing the urgent need for more empirical studies): what
are the epistemic and analytical effects of specific con-
cepts and approaches on the knowledge we produce?
What do they allow us to see and do they obscure our
analysis? How politics and research are mutually inter-
twined and how do they affect each other? How cate-
gories elaborated elsewhere can travel to Europe and
other contexts? Can a literature forged to study other dif-
ficult times in European history help us understand what
is happening nowadays?What is our role and our respon-
sibility as scholars in Europe today, when significant parts
of the region are rapidly moving towards more authori-
tarian regimes?
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